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THE NBER TIME SERIES DATA RANK*
tw CIIARLorrIBOSCIIANi-
The content, operations, am! d cionentat ion of the i\ B1R Time SriData Bank hare erohed to met
the needs of researchers iniolted in the anal isis and forerastjn' of business conditions. After cjiscussjn'
the selection and deletion of series, the paper reports how the NBER treats disc-on t inuilies, oterlaps. and
missing ohseriathms. File orgonl:ation, software, operating orocedirres, direr tories, mid o,i-iine doenuwnia-
tion are then described. The eConomicS of the data hank is presented in the last sections, with an emphasis
on riser characteristics, personnel. and expenditures.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the favorite occupations of practicing economists is forecasting aggregate
economic activity and its components. Many of these forecasts involve short-term
prcdictions of major indicators of aggregate economic activity, either as final
products or as inputs to a "dependent" forecast of other, disaggregated minor
variables. The methods used vary widely. Some base their forecasts on the indicator
approach, some on econometric models, ranging from single equations to very
complicated and elaborate multi-equation models, some on a sectorial approach,
some on intuitiOn, and some on a combination of different approaches. Whatever
the methods, almost all forecasters use time series of economic variables, which are
collected, maintained, and published by a wide variety of government and private
agencies. If each individual economist had to keep track of these data ---of their
revisions and updates, changes in definition, lack of comparability, new informa-
tion and discontinuancesthe resources spent on such housekeeping tasks would
be enormous.
For a large number of time series these tasks were facilitated by the data
collections and analyses published in the Survey of Current Business which, for
many years, provided the main source olcurrent economic and business informa-
tion. Since 1961 the Census Bureau's monthly publication Bu.sines.s Ct'cle Derelop-
pnenlsnow named Business Conditions Digesz----has provided numeric and graphic
information for the analysis and forecasting of current business conditions. The
organization and the approach of this publication is an extension of the National
Bureau's work on indicators, diffusion indexes and recession-recovery analysis.
BCD contains adjusted numerical information for the three most recent calendar
years. graphs from 1950 to date, certain statistical summary measuresand some
analytic measures. This publication serves a s'er' useful purpose and is indeed
very popular among business economists and other forecasters.I-however, it still
Presented at the NBER Conference on the Role of the Computer in Economic and Sccil
Research in Latin America. Cuernavaca, Mexico 1971.
t It gives me pleasure to acknowledge the many helpful comments and suggcstioiis I receixed
from Gerhard Bry and Peggy Cairn. I am also grateful to Peggy for the large amount of thoughtand
energy she tinstintirigly puts into the operations of the data bank.
193has severalshortcomings. Publicationand distribution otsuch a datacollection necessarilyinvolves delay, andthus some tuneseries maY be oiit-ol-datbthe time BCE) reachesthe economists desk.Also, the number oftime seriespuhhhed is severely limitedandmaynot include tuneseries important lougiven users. Finally, the (lataare notimmediatelyin machine readableform. ready forInput into computerprograms. A data hankresiding in a timesharing system. inwhich series arc updatedand revisedas soon as new dataare available 1mm thepublishing agency, is free ofmany of these shortcomings.The latest dataare always in the bank and availableto users. Seriesimportant to userscan be stored, listed,plotted, and used as inputinto canned generalpurpose programs,or into the user'sown special ones. Sucha time series data bank.operated andmaintained by the National Bureau ofEconomic Research.is the subjectmatter of thispaper. The most interestingaspect of maintaininga data hank is thenumber and variety of problemsthat arise andmust he solved.hence this paperis largely problem oriented.First, thereare problems arisingin conneCtionwith the selec- tion of seriesto he included, theirtime coverage.periodkity, andseasonai adjust- ment status. Second.the NationalBureau hasa special problem inhaving to deal with several timesharing systemssimultaneously andto fulfill a uniqueobligation of beingscrupulouslynondiscriminatorybetween the smalland the large.the good and thebad, the wiseand the foolish.A third set ofproblems areoperational and revolvearound checkingand updating.having thevery latest informationat the 'ery earliestmoment, and generallymaintaining timeseries on-line.After discussing thedocumentation forsuch a system(the minimumrequirements as well as the ideal envisagedfor the future)we will givean overview of theeconomics of running theventure. We hopethat a descriptionof the problemswe faced andare still facing,as well as an indicationof howwe tried to solve them,may be helpful to others whowant to setup. maintain, anduse similar banks.We also hopethat readers whocan suggest bettersolutions than theones we tried willgive us the benefit of theirthoughts.
Before we startwith thedescription of thespecilic problems.a short explana- tion of the historicaland institutionalbackground of theparticular databank is in order. Earlyin 1967a group of economistsfrom abouttwenty large NewYork firms, all engagedin short termforecasting. becameawae of the extentofduplica-
tion in theirefforts. Therefore,theystarted anexperimentalcooperativeventure, called "ProjectEconomics," consistingof a timeseries data bankon General Electric's MarkI system. Eachmemberwas assigneda set of time seriesto he maintained in thebank, withupdates andrevisions's publishedby the respective government agencies.Manipulativecomputerprograms, largelywritten by General Electric.were pooled andkept incommon storage. Thisscheme worked tolerably wellfor a while:but problemsarose : data handling
expertise varied among members,quality controlof the data inthe bankwas never fullydeveloped,
large revisionsbecame toocumbersome formembers toenter, and thequality
of the datadeterioriated.' Thisis when theNational Bureauof EconomicResearch
For a descriptionof the original
Project Economics
see Robert F. Lewis,
"Operating a Co-
operative EconomicData Bank ona Time SharingSystem,'' Bfleas Ecf',i.,njs, May1970
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an acceptedfunction at the National Bureau.Data developed and selectedby the
Bureau play a prominentrole in such governmentpublications as IIiiorh1
Stati!ks, Business Condi1ioflDigest. and !fldiC(itors ofLcOflO?1IRGrowth. The
Bureau has publishedseveral source hooks, such asthe second volume of Bu.suie'
Cycle IndicatorS (1958)and a volume on constructiOnstatistics (1966). and has
always made its unpublishedmaterial freely available toother econommst. Also.
we felt that, inthe long run, nobody elsecould insure the standardof accuracy that
we thinkappropriate. Thus it was anatural step for the Bureau todevelop and
maintain a machine readabledata hank. In 1969 theBureau took over the main-
tenance of the ProjectEconomic's data bank, expanded itscoverage and made it
available to other time sharingsystems and user groups.
2. CONTENT OF TI-UiDATA BANK
The two main purposes forwhich the (lata hank wasdesigned are theiiuly.ms
of current businessconditions and short-termforecasting. These purposeshave
several implications forthe content of the bank:the bank containspractically all
indicators, aggregates andother time series which maybe considered important
in evaluating currentbusiness conditions; mostseries are either monthly or
quarterly with a few annual onesincluded for the convenienceof model builders.
all time series startin 1946 or later, wheneverthey become available (noneare
carried before 1946); allseries which have aseasonal component arecarried on a
deseasonaliZed basis; the seriesin the bank are updated as soonas new or revised
estimates becomeavailable from the primary source.
Time Series Included
In the pursuit of thebroad goals outlined above anumber of problems arose
and a number of decisionshad to be made.
What size should thedata hank be? Forinstance, should all or most
available time series beincluded? To the uninitiateduser there may seem tobe
definite advantages inhaving a large numberof series in the databank: a hank
which has twice as manyseries appears to betwice as good. However, asmaller
collection of series is notonly less costly to storeand easier to update butit also
takes less time to accessand is more economical touse. Thus wedecided to include
only series which areclearly useful and whichwould. in fact, be used.It turned out
that this was onedecision which waseasier to make than toimplement - which
leads directly to the nextquestion:
How should seriesbe selected for inclusionin the bank Duringthe first
stage of its existence, timeseries to be included inthe data hank werechosen by a
committee of users. Later,for a short periodof time, we includedalmost anything
anybody wanted, as long asit could be called acyclical indicator or waspart of the
195National Income and Product Accotiiits.Iii is Procedure I1I(ISeveral ohvj1 disadvantages. We could not make anyUSC of the CCOflOfl5 jfl upd a numberof series from the sailiemice. Code flames were deterfihitied
an ad ho basis, without reference to names for other series,let alone asysteiilatic ilomenekt_ tore. Worse than that, we might find ourselvesmaintaining esotericregionti or industrial subclassifications, whichSome User niav rcoularlyneed (or mayhave needed for a special purpose in thePast). wiffiout carrying themore uflpOrtii)t aggregates in the bank. We. therefore,soon became very careful about
inclusion of further series. At presentwe are working with a "dictionary"or "directory" of significant time series'hich contains, in additionto all the seriespresently in the bank, many series we considerto he important enoughto warrant inclusion, provided enough usersexpress an interest in them. Theseseries are alreadyordered by source. Also, orderly andmeaningful codenames have been determifledfor all of them.
During the pastyear we have continuously addednew series, Now thatwe think we have a fairlyreasonable selection, we willonly add new seriesif new statistics are compiled andpublished by issuing agencies(job vacancystatistics of the BLS, for example,and the new productioiseries by the FRB)or if we think that existing series,or series which can heconstructed have becomeImportant, (deflated indicatorsarc a good exampleor, if many users need them,the flow of funds series may bea case in point).
(c) How should series,now in the hank, he selected fordeletion? This problem is ditlicult to handle. Sincenone of the systemswe are using is designedto keep track of how oftena particular series has beenaccessed, it is quite likely thatsome of the series whichwe painstakingly bringtip-to-date have never beenused and will never be usedat all. In order to avoidthis waste weare planning to experiment with several schemessuch as transitorysecond class storage. (wherea user must request series before hecan use theni and whereone can monitor the rate of usage), low priorityupdating,announcement of plans fordiscontinuance, and perhaps some others.Users would be invitedto comment andwe hope that their reactions would giveus some clues to the importancethey attach to individual series.
(d) What shouldsubscribers do if theyneed series whichare not of general interest and, thereforenot included in the hank?This problem is not ditlicult since in all thesystems we are using -andproha bly in all time sharingsystems in vhich one canuse a data baseit is possible to maintainprivate tiles of series and use them in conjunctionwith data in the hank.As a special service,we some- times provideSubscribers withexact source informationfor data they want to keep on line andupdate privatelyoccasionally we even give themthe actual fig ures.
At present thehank containssome 2000 time series,covering all U.S. series shown in the CensusBureati's publicationBusiness Con(/jtjo,isDj(f,almost all series shown in theCouncil of EconomicAdvisers'Ecwum,i( Jitheorsand all series included inthe Bureau ofEconomic Analysis'"National Income and Product Accounts"as Puhlishe() monthlyin the Sur:'ej' i,i CurrentIJiisjnecs aS well as most ofthe nationalincome series publishedonly in July The seriescan be roughly classifiedas follows
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Since the data bank was originally conceived to he a tool of current conditions
analysis and forecasting. none of the time series start before 1946. For an on-line
time sharing data bank this is probably sulilcient, and longer series might bediffi-
cult to handle. However, there is no compelling reason why the Bureau's collection
of pre-World War 11 data should not be available on magnetic tape. to supplement
data bank information. Many of these series provide back data for series presently
included in the bank, and may constitute the best available time series for the
earlier years. They could he used for longer period analysis. for an analysis of the
stability of relationships, for comparisons of pre- and post-ir cyclical and other
behavior, and for a variety of other research purposes.2
At the moment the data bank contains 1350 monthly series. 500 quarterly.
and 150 annual ones. Most annual series are part of the National Income Accounts.
some 25 series are population and labor force data. For many purposesit is
desirable to work with data of uniform periodicity. The software provided by time
sharing companies usually includes functions which take quarterly averages or
totals from monthly series, and annual averages from quarterly or monthly series.
We are providing straight line interpolation subroutines and are in the process of
incorporating a spline function interpolation. This function has the property that
the arcs. on which the interpolation is performed. join smoothly.
Seasonal tldjusl,nenl
For the analysis of current business conditions. particularly if the "indicator
approach" is used, oneobviouslyneeds time series which are free of seasonal
2 If enough internal and external demand exisis to make key punching and other chores worth-
while,would certainly consider such a venture. The data would not need to be brought up-to-date
and the probability of revisions is extremely small. Thus, the production of amachine readable tape
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2.000Iluctuations. We are, therefore, carrying almost all series which havea SeaSonal
component in seasonally adjusted form. However, model hi,ijldej-s oftenprefer to
use unadjusted data, with dummvariables to represent theseasons and for
current business conditions analysis it is desirable to know themagnitude of the
seasonal fluctuations, their variability, and the reliability ofseasonal indexes and
seasonal adjustments. But the inclusion of all original data andmajor analytictl
measures would, ofcoursc, more than double the anioun t ofwork andspace needed.
Hence, we decided, early in the life of the hank, that thecost of carrying all origimil
data on line is too high and included onlya few series in their unadjustedform. (Whenever only original data are published by the primarysource, we usually
provide our own seasonal adjustment arid carry both versionsin the bank.)
This decision does not mean, however, thatwe are not searching forsome
solution of the problem. The question of the reliabilityof seasonal adjustments
occurs too often to he ignored. Perhaps we should includeoriginal data for all
important series which havea large seasonal component and for all thosewhose seasonal factors are unreliable, fluctuate muchorare in any other way problematic
Another possibility would he to includerecent seasonal factors andconfidence ranges or other variability measures of the seasonalfactors in the descriptionof series. Such variability measuresare, of course, quite problematic whenwe deal with moving seasonal patterns.
\Ve cannot ignore the needs ofmodel builders either, since TROLL,3one of the systems whichuses our data bank, was especially designedto facilitate
model estimation and simulation. We willprobably provide them witha selection of unadjusted serieson a low-priority update basis.
Con fidential and Proprieiari' Data
Our bank includes several"confidential" series. originatingin the Bureau of Economic Analysis, whichmay be used for analyticpurposes in combination with other series, butmay not be published. Beforewe release the code names and thus permit retrieval ofthese series to individualusers, they must agree not to publish these data. We alsocarry several sets of proprietary dataof Dun and Bradstreet, the Conference Boardand the F. W. DodgeCorporation. We have permission to carry these seriesbut, again, usersmust not publish them.
Orerlaps, and MissingObwrt'ations
Economic timeseries frequently contain discontinuitiesof various kinds. The underlyingsample may change fromone period to the next, concepts are
improved or updated, thegeographic coverage changes,or the method of collec- tion varies. Statisticalagencies sometimescarry these data with an overlap. sometimes with a footnoteindicating the breakand including perhapsa few observations on both basessometimes two separate seriesare published. As far is carrying these series inthe data bank isconcerned, we have conflicting goals.
For a brief descriptionofthe TROLL systemsee Mark Eisner, "TROLL--An Interactive Computer System for EconomicResearch." "AnnalsofEconomicand SocialMeasurement,"Vol. I, NumberI.January1972.
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without any manipulation. On the other hand, we want to make time series easy
to use in statistical analyses of various kinds, and for this purpose they must he
continuous over the period of analysis. We could, of course. let each user do his
own splicing, estimating, and manipulating of segments, but we prefer to avoid
duplication of effort, use of several, slightly different, spliced versions by dif-
ferent subscribers, and waste of time we might have to spend in advising people.
We therefore decided to compromise. Whenever possible we carry both segments:
the old segment to the latest available date, and the new segment from the earliest
available date. Continuous with the new segment we carry the old one, spliced and
"adjusted" to the level of the new. The particular splicing method used is, of
course, fully documented. A sophisticated user can do his own thing,while the
analyst in a hurry has a ready-made adjustment.
Our treatment of missing observations is somewhat less exemplary. In the
few cases of this kind we provide interpolations. However, because of the inability
of our software to deal with flags and footnotes, a user has to consult the source
notes before he can tell that a particular value represents our estimaterather than
an original observation.
3. OPERATIONAI. PRo81.Its
Any data bank run by the National Bureau, a non-profitpublicly supported
organization. must be accessible to anybody who wants to useit. Since we do not
have a large enough computer system of our ownor, at least,did not have one
at the time the data base was set upand since we cannotgive an exclusive franchise
to any one computer manufacturer or time-sharing service, itfollows that the data
bank has to be accessible through different time sharing systemsand it must be
available on magnetic tape in a "standard" easy-to-read format. forbatch process-
ing in any kind of system.
Participating Time-Sharing Systems
At the present time our data base can be accessed through:tiree time sharing
systems: Rapidata, General Electric MAP and TROLL.A fourth cne. Interactive
Science Corporation's PDP-IO system. is in the process ofdevelo1ing software
for using and updating our time series efficiently. Other groups areplanning to
participate.
The problem of dealing with several, not alwayscompatible systems. may
be unique to our particular set-up. since producers of databanks usually deal with
one system only. It is obviously veryexpensive and time consuming to enter
additions and revisions by hand via a system's editor, foreach of the varying
systems. We have solved this problem bywriting "update" programs for each
system. which can interpret the same paper tapeinput. Thus, the paper tape is
punched once and read into each system. Once it has beenread, the update program
in each system takes care of the rest. Theprovision of an update program able to
interpret our standard paper tape is now a conditionfor the participation of any
new time sharing system in our databank. One other condition for adding a new
199system is that there l)e at least tell paying users, since it would othervie be too
costly to update --eve ti with the same a per tape in put.
Series ('ode V:,nes
Historical accidents sometimes determine how systems tvill Operate inthe
future. In the General Electric Mark Itime sharing system, the firstsystem in
which our data bank was used. each time series constituted i tIle and each tilewas
retrievable with a six-letter tile name. This is the origin of our s\-stem of six-digit
code names for each series. Since most computers can handle six charactersin a
word, there has been no reason to change.
In naming our time series we have attempted to attain some hierarchjct}
order and some consistency. apart from mnemonic considerations Thusall
series starting with G are part of the GNP- -National Income Accounts.All
financial series start with F. all industrial production series with I, all laborseries
with L, and so forth. AU annual series have the letter A in the secondposition and
most series which are not deseasonaliied, the number 6. Wheneverpossible.
industrial subclasses carry the SIC code number.
Although the six letters obviously do not permita lot of flexibility or a really
useful structure, at least our naming conventions insurea certain amount of
orderliness and facilitate manipulation : When the data hankbecame so large that
the Rapidata system had trouble accommodating allseries in one "library," we
simply put all National Income Account series intoa separate library, and changed
the software to look in the second library for allseries starting with (1 This
principle can, of course, be carried further ifnecessary. Since, in the Rapidata Sys-
tem, individual time series form individual fileson a disk which are accessed
directly by the system looking througha table to find their address on a disk,
access time can also be cut by using severalseparate "libraries."
The TROLL system permitsa much more sophisticated explicit hierarchical
structure, which should not only speedtip retrieval but also permit the user to
locate series whose codenames he does not know.3 Time series in TROLLcan he
stored, referred to, and etrieved by usingan explicit decision tree. One can have
as many "nodes" as one wants. Obviously, thesystem will not he better than we
design it. and we plan to workon this as soon as more people use our data base
on TROLL.4
Internal File O"ganizalion
Originally, the last lines of eachfile contained the nan-ic of the timeseries, the units ofmeasurement, and sonic other information. Lateron these last li.ics
were dropped so that each time seriescould he read entirely, to the last available
figure, by a retrievalprogram, without explicit specifIcation of the lengthof the
Foradescriptionofhon this canbeaccomplished onthcRapidata system see\BER Data Bank for Project EconwnicsNational Bureau of Economic Researchand Rapidata, 1971 For a description of thetheoretical background of the methodsand algorithms used in the estimation capability in the 1 ROLL- Isystem see Mark Eisner and Robert S Pind)ck, Ageneralized approach to esiirnation for theTROLL I system," April 1971, niimeo.,NBER
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series (which was not always known by the user). Instead, a "directoryor ''die-
tionary" was provided which contained the code namc of the series and other
pertinent iniormation and which could he accessed on line. We have since had
occasion to regret the decision to have files which contain nothing hut numerical
information. When we wanted to "export'' the hank from OiiC syStemto another.
for example. we were unable to just dump the contents of the disk on a magnetic
tne. since the name of the file would not he dumped and there would have been
no way toidentifythe numbers. instead we had to write a program which first
read a file name from the index, then searched for that file on the disk, and copied
it on magnetic tape---together with the pertinent information from the index.
Also, for listing and plotting time series it is more convenient to have the title
together with the numerical information.
Fortunately, Rapidata is now in the process of changing its software, so
that it can read several tines of non-numeric information (including the number of
such lines) in the beginning of a file. This means that identifying information can
now he carried in the beginning of each series We hope thatother systems will
follow suit.
On the Rapidata system, the numerical information within each file is orga-
nized as follows:Monthlyseries ate stored and listed six items per line with 3-
digit identifying line numbers. The first two digits of the line number indicatethe
year and the last digit (I or 2) indicates whether thedata refer to the first or second
halfof the year. For example, the fine number ofJanuary-June. 1956 would he 561.
July --December of 1956 would appear on line 562. Quarterly data are storedfour
items per line with a 2-digit line number indicating the year. andannual data are
stored one item per line with a 4-digit line number.
Routine Updating wul Checkim I'roeedure
Up-to-dateness is a very important aspect of our data hank. Our contract
specifies that all new and revised data he incorporated into our hank within two
working days of their official release. We are located in New York City and most
governmental data are generated and published in Washington. D.C. This creates
some problems. If we relied on ordinary mail service wewould sometimes receive a
release several days later than some of the data hank users. We therefore employ a
"press service" which picks up specified releases from governmentoffices and
sends them by airmail. During any particular month we may use as many as a
hund red different source documents.
Once the release is received. figures have to he entered into the different time
sharing systems. A paper tape' is produced. which contains the name of the series.
the date for which an addition or revision is made, and the new figures to beused.
For each of the systems there exists a program which can take theinformation
from that tape and make the necessary changes and additions to theaffected time
series.
Entries are checked from a print-out of the paper tape and then againfrom a
listing produced by the update program. This listing is cut upand pasted on the
time series listing, which is kept on file for each series.Periodically, new listings
We may switch from paper iape to a magnetic tape cartridge, which iseasiertoedit and to handle.
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Secondary
sources we use arc iThIifll) the Swui o/ ('arre?ii the lederal Re'r,'L
Bit//cnn, Business (onduwns D'est, and sonic others. \\heeerOt1' O these
appears. print Outs are again checked against these sources. IThis isone way in
which we find errors in Government publications!) ('onsistency checksand check5
for the adequacy of seasonal adjustments arc made frequentlyand, if necessary
the soure agencies are informed of their outcome. Iii iThliPinstances iiicoiì_
tencies can be resolved (or at least explained) and had seasoiiilidjust1115can
be improved.
t!ajor ReriSions
At the present time, government agencies donot release machine readable
revisions in advance of or concurrently with printedrevisions.It seenthat
revisions are still computed by long hand and key punchedafterwards. The Bureau
of Labor Statistics is a possible exception. but theirtapes are incompatible with
our time sharing systems and very dillicult to read. Until such timeas procedures
are modernized and comniunications standardizedwe have to enter all revisions by
hand -punching paper tape. punch cardsor magnetic tape casetle. This istime
consuming and error prone, and we hope it willsoon be a thing of the past.
Sft tt'are for Statistical .4 iialtsjs
The analytical software availableto the user of the data hank is. ofcourse. different for the different systems.We added to the software offeredby the various
time-sharing companies only ifwe needed something forour own updating
procedures or if generally usefulprograms (such as the X- II seasonaladjustment program) could be incorporated.
We also have several FORTRANprograms which arc specifIcally designed
for the analysis ofcurrent business conditions, suchas a Recession.Recover.
analysis Program. aprogram which determines cyclicalturning ;oints. and several diffusion indexprograrns.' These programs, being writtenin minimum FORTRAN. are compatiblewith most time sharingsystems and can be made available to users.
In the case ofRapidata,we were involved in the developmentof their language
PLEA (Prototype Languagelr Economic Analysis) fromits very beginning. We cooperated with Rapidata'sprogrammers on specification, documentationand testing. The'now have a very useful languageand they are continuing to make
improvemejts and refinements PLEAdeals with time seriesas vectors, which can be taken either fromour data bank or a user'sown files for a specified time period. It contains (1)a simple but powerful datamanipulation sectioI, including arith- metic operations,averaging, concatenationdeviations extractions, mathematical functions, creations ofdummy variables, (2)a facility to shift series in time, (3) the ability to performa variety of statistical tasks.such as seasonal analysis. correla- tions, regressions,analysis of variance andlictor analysis, and (4) severalways to
For a description ofsonic of these proran)ssec Gerhard Bry and Charlotte Bosehari, ('1! An!rsis of flnie Sero'.Sel'te1 Pro(('Jljr(s apid Coinpurer Progrwnc. NIlE R 'kuhn cal Paper 10. 197!.
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output results. including plotting and the generation of new data files. These
features are described in two manuals "PLEA for Statistical Analysis.'' Rapidata.
1971 and "The PLEA*EC() Statistical Library.'' Rapidata, August 1970.
General Electric's M A P Manacement Analvsis'iiid Projeclion) SIeni runs
on a GE 605 under the Desk-Side Time-Sharing System. It Consists of a collection
of programs that allow easy manipulation of data, analysis and forecasting. Input
to those programs can be obtained from our data hank or from the user's own
data. MAE' includes various types of display ofdata---lists, tabulations. graphs.and
a transformation package which can compute arithmetic operations, moving
averages, leads and lags, various mathematical functions, growth triangles.
curve Ilts, correlation matrixes, auto-correlations, and so forth. The mainstay of the
system is GE's factor analysis forecasting system. All these programs can he used
interactively if desired. In addition, several FORTRAN subroutines are available
to interact with the data base. The system is described in "MAP. An Information
Management Analysis and Projection System. Economic Data Base." General
Electric M aimal, November 1970.
TaPe for .1 ewleinu institni km.s
C'olleges and universities are interested in using the time series data bank for
various purposes. Courses in econometrics, economic statistics. forecasting.
business cycle analysis and model building can all use a data batik of time series,
particularly ii it is accessible by their computer. Some of the research may also
utilize some of the time series included in the bank. For all these purposes it is
usually not necessary that the data he very current and updated to the very last
month. Thcrcforc, we arc providing some universities with magnetic tapes con-
taining our data base. The format of these tapes is a compromise between the new
"data transmission standards" set up by Ruggles and Sadowsky and cost con-
siderations in producing the tape from the existing data hank. (I-or format see
Exhibit Iin the Appendix.)
4. Docus1iNTATIoN
This is one of the most problematic areas. How much documentation should
there be? I-low much of it should be on-line, how much hard copy? Is it necessary
to document each figure in the hank? Can other source descriptions he used without
actually being reproduced'?
Hard Copy
The primary document describing the content of our data hank is a printed
dictionary or directory consisting of four major parts: The main part lists all series
included in the hank, with the six letter code name assigned to it. its starting date.
periodicity. units, seasonal adjustment status, and a list of the source documents
from which it was iaken. Whenever possible. documentation is presented in
See Richard Ruggles and George Sadowsky "Standards for Time Series Interchange." Minieo-
graph. NHER.
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tabular 101111, with a table Snowing allSCFiCs from one source pertainInC to a particular siibect matter. Exhibit 2is a sample pae COfltitiilingiliai1!i!cltIrjpu
and trade inventory and sales Series publishedby the l)epa Ft ifleiit of('orunlerce The series code names are shown in capital letters Hex t In thi' dcriptin.and thu startine years next to the names. Footnotes, includingcross referencesirid source notes arc shown at the bottom of thepace. Ii tlimaterial 15 1101 easyIC) put in tabular form, it is just listed seunentially,as in Exhibit 3. It will be notedthat the source documentation is somewhat unusual. Theii urn hers on the etrerne right hand side indicate the successivesource documents ftom which thedata were obtained. ThUS, on line0988.for ''Nuniber of Job Vacanciesiii Manufacturj11' 45 refers to "U.S. Departmentof Labor, Bureau o LaborStatistic5:' Lnp/o1. and E(1ruins. and # 45Bto the niunthfv news release hornthe sameageue "Job Vacancies. Hues, Quitsand Layoffs in Manufacturing,"(The key to these sourcecode numbers is, ofcourse, alsoincluded in the dictionary)Thus the so1j documentation in the uhictionaryrefers to the printed releaseswhich underlie the data shown in the hank.It dues not, unlort unately,contain anyecononhic or statistical dCSCriptOn of the series.informing the user whether,for instance it is based on a full countor a sample. when, where, and howdata are collectedhow reliable the dataare and what their coverage is. Nordoes it, at thepresent time, refer the user to thepublication in which thesecharacteristics of the timeseries are discussed and explained i'hisis a serious shortcomingof our docunjenta tionand we are in the process of correctingit. As a first stepwe will add code numberand date of the documentcontaining the description(or descriptions) to thesource part ofthe index for eachseries or for entiresectionsofseries. Since this isnot a trivial task, it wilt takesome time and effort. We havestarted to collect thisinfornittjon and to write up ourown descriptions whennone are published anywhere,Strangely enough very few users haveever asked uS for this typeofinformatioii Thereason is probably that we are dealingprimarily with vell knownmacro economic time series and mostusers know what theyrepresent or at least where the'are described.
The second partofthe printed dictionaryconsists of a facsimilereproduction ofthe tables containedin Econ(np,jc 'ndu'(,pSpublished by the Councilof Economic AdvisersInstead of data, theassociated codenames are shown. The third and fourthparts consistofsimilar reproductioiisofthe "Series Finding Guide" and "Titlesand Sources oISerjes"ofBt4sjn(s Coiijjije,j5Di'esi andofthe Nationil Income andProduct Accountsas published in TheS:u'i'et' of ('urrent Busj,jes5 In eachcase our code namesare shwji next to thedescriptionsofthe series. Samplepages are shownin ExhIbits 3 to 6. Thefacsimile reproductions included in our directoryare intended to Iicilitatethe use of the datahank for people whoare accustomed toworking with thesepubhicatio15 A tableofcon- tents, by subjectmatter, and anaiphabetic; indexare also contained in the dictionary.
Fhe make-up ofthe alphabeticalindex, incidentallyis soniewhjt problematic. An alphabetic listingofthc codenames is Obviou5ly usefulonly or people who know the codenames, andifthey know thecode names, they don'tieed an index. For hndingcode nameswhat needs to bealphabetiyej is the seriestitle. But a series title Usuallycontajns many "keywords" and ifyou list each series under each
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*of the key words you get a very voluminous index. To take a relatively harmless
example, the series called "Man ufacturers' unfilled orders, durable goods in-
dustries" would have to he listed under manufactures, under orders. under un-
filled orders, and under durable goods. Still worse would he the listing of a series
compounded from heterogeneous components, such as Manufacturers' machinery
and equipment sales and business construction expenditures (industrial and com-
mercial construction put in place)." In addition, the selection of key words is hard
to program if we want to avoid innumerable listings of series under "goods,"
under "industries,' under "sales" and under "expenditures.'' One could, of
course, let the computer do the alphabetizing and then take the nonsense items
out, hut in any case the resulting index would he quite voluminous. (NB.: One
well known data bank produced such a massive computerized compilation and its
salesmen point with pride to the comparative richness of its collection and the
comprehensiveness of its cross-classification system by reference to the weight of
the printed index.) We are presently omitting an alphabetical index with multiple
listings for each individual series. Our index is alphabetized by subject matter
(orders, sales, construction, etc.) and refers the reader to a page in the printed
dictionary.
O,i-line Docunientation
Although hard-copy documentation is important, a certain amount of infor-
mation must be available on line. One reason is that users, accustomed to the
convenience of man-computer interaction afforded by time sharing, often do not
bring their manual to the terminal when they are using the data bank. The second,
perhaps more important, reason is that in a data bank such as ours, changesin
documentation are needed quite frequently and printed copy would have to be
kept up by some looseleaf arrangement or similar scheme. In cross-sectional or
other single-time-period data banks, where the information usually does not
change once it is in the bank, the documentation obviously need not change either.
Our data bank, however, is a growing, constantly changing collection. Not only
is the information contained in individual time series frequently revised and
updated, but new series are added, old ones discontinued, samples, base periods,
sources, and source descriptions are changed and so forth. The user must he
informed of these changes as soon as they occur.
We are taking care of these needs in two ways. First, we keep an entire listing
of all included time series by subject matter on-line in the data bank. Instead of
looking up series titles in a printed book the user can let the computer list parts
in which he is interested. Since most time sharing systems have editor programs
which permit the listing of all lines containing specified combination of letters.
it is usually quite easy for the user to find the series in which he is interested. (See
pages 6-8 of the directory for an example of howthis is done.) These on line fi!es,
called GINDEX for GNP series and INDEX for all others, are kept up-to-date:
new series are added. old ones deleted, source notes revised andbrought up-to-date,
and so forth.
In addition to this kind of inventory of all series in the bank, we used to keep
a record of "transactions." A file called "change,"written by the update program
whenever a series was revised or updated. contained changes made, by date and
205series code name. Ideally, a user could let the editprogram list all the changes
made to a particular series by just listing each lineon which the codeflame of the
series appeared. We thought that this would bea very useful thing to haveIluw ever, it turned out that nobody ever seemed to use it. Specilicallywhen a hug in
the program resulted in the deletion of most of the file,no one ever brought this
to our attention. Since there were also some technicaldifficulties caused byhe file's becoming too large too fast and thus quiteexpensive, we decided todiscon- tinue writing it. No one has ever missed it,or if they did, they sparedour feelings. All the same, we still think that this typeofinformation-.or at least thedate of the last change in a seriesought to be availableto the user. II we findan inex-. pensive way to provide it we will certainly doso.
In the meantime, we have severalother, perhaps minor, piecesof useful information on line. A file called "INFORM"contains such informationas dropped series, revisions of whole batchesof series, prospectiverevisions etc.
SpecialServices
Users of our data bank vary widely withregard to experience,Sophistication and expertise in economics,statistics and computeruse. They need varying
amounts of assistance in finding series,using series, writingand usingprograms, interpreting results andmany other things. Some of themore technical computer and programming assistance isusually provided by the timesharing company, hut many questions arise whichwe have to answer, Typically,somebody misreadsa code name (we now try toavoid l's and l's, as wellas 0's and zeros), confuses monthly and quarterly seriesor uses wrong starting dates.Occasionally userswant to know when certain serieswill he updated andare very much upset if thedates cannot be predicted withaccuracy since they varysomewhat from monthto month. Other users enquireabout the Purpose andjustificationofparticular revisions and changes inseasonal factors. Mostofthese questionsare relatively easy to handle. But everyonce in a while somebody asksa really tricky question. Why do the turningpoints listed in the BCDdiffer from theones given by us? What exactly is thedifference between theinsured unemploymentrate and the total unemploymentrate? i-iow can heuse the Durbin-Watson Statisticsgiven in the Rapidataregression program' Whatvariables should heuse to forecast the sales of his company'?Why do we notcarry them in the data bank?We try to answer most reasonablequestions to the best ofour ability, particularly if they refer to data in the bank.Often questionsare asked only becauseour documentation is not good enough toobviate them. This,we hope. will change in thenear future. However, somequestions will alwaysneed to he asked and,in principle, we welcome this fact, sinceit brings us incontact with the users oIour data bank and providesa certain amount of feedbackon how the data and the databank are used.
5. Ti-ic EcoNoffcsOF TI-IFNBERDATA BANK
General Consideratjo,zs
The NationalBureau is a nonprofitpublicly supportedresearch organization. We do not intendto make any profiton the data bankoperations, nor do we want
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Sto incur a loss. The entire venture is planned as a cooperative enterprise, with each
member paying an equal share of the cost. 1-lowever. breaking exactly even is an
unusual managerial goal which is very difficult to attain. Originally, our price of
75O.0O per user per year was set with the intention of breaking even, assuming a
constant numberof users. In principle we intended to add more series to the bank as
more users joined the project and thus continue to break even. In practice, series
were added much faster than users, i.e., the costs increased faster than the revenues.
Furthermore, the original costs were somewhat underestimated, and thus we are
losing money. The loss would be somewhat smaller if the imputed benefits derived
by internal use were explicitly considered.
What can be done about the loss? There is the possibility of raising the unit
price (beforeihe price-wage freeze). But we do not know by how much since we are
trying to reduce machine cost by shifting to the night shift, and we do not know
yet how much we can shift. Furthermore, development expenditures on new time
series and the directory will be reduced. On the other hand, we will have to spend
more time on source documentation. Thus. it takes a lot of Juggling and CIOSC
watching to stay in the proximity of the break-even point.
User Characteristics
A large number ofour users are members of the original "Project Economics."
One reason for this may be that we have not advertised the availability of the hank.
and many potential users do not know that it exists. There are now about 50
users who participate in the cost of maintaining the data bank. They consist of the
economics departments of 15 banks, 13 large industrial corporations. 2 insurance
companies. 3 public utilities, 3 economic consultants, 3 stock brokers and invest-
ment advisors, and several others.
We originally intended to make data bank tapes available to academic users
at incremental costs, but to charge the full price (average estimated cost) if an
academic user wanted fast updating and on-line services. howe'. er. if an academic
user participates in a time-sharing system which contains o'ir hank and happens
to get fast updating and on-line services, our incremental cests are of course zero.
We are therefore not charging anything to universities who to use our data
through one of our affiliated time sharing systems. Their only costs arc computer
costs, and whatever other costs they incur in their time-sharing system. I lowever.
some universities are interested in incorporating our series in their own system
time sharing or otherwise. For these users, we periodically dump the data base
on tapes and they share in the cost for this service. At present 7 universities have a
version of our bank.
Another, not unimportant, group of users is the National Bureau research
staff. People whose work is in the field of business cycle analysis and current
business conditions analysis are obviously heavy users, but model builders and
others interested in time series make frequent use of our machine readable data.
Personnel
With the present configuration of about 2000 series in two time sharing
systems, the permanent personnel consists of one senior analyst and three research
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assistants. However, the availability ofa widevariety ofspeciaIi,cjtalent Within the walls of the National Bureau is ofgreat help in the running of thcdata hankWe can get the help and advice of specialistson many ditlèrent suhjeiflatters with regard to the selection and detinitionof series to he included,l)articlIlarl%r if they are derived and not directly taken froma published source;we can draw onthe experience of business cycle analystswith regard toseasonai adjusirne5and other technical matters;we can get a programmer to dospecial purpose
n1o(l1fjcI_ lions of (he general updateprogram or to write a tape ibruse on anothersystem; we can have the help ofan experienced data librarianto trace discrepanciesand 'Nrite source descriptions;and, in emergencies,we can get the help ofa typist to copy data from releases topa per tape. We could not,ofcourse, Supportany of these talents on a full time basis.
Expenditures
Apart from the advancereleases whichwe get by airmail fromVashington the data bank librariansare. of course, makinguse of the NationalBureau's extensive library ofcurrent and historicalpublications. Theavailability of the library is important forchecking historical data,for determiningspecilic concepts and definitions of series,and for other tasks.
The time sharingsystems in whichour data bank residesare, like most lime sharing systems,accessible througha variety of terminals.Since the Bureau research staff alsouses a variety of terminalsfor access to differentcomputers, it is possible for thedata bank operationto use different terminalsfor different purposes. (Teletype forpaper tape, 2741 for widecarriage, Novar formagnetic tape cassette and highspeed transmission)At the present timewe use about the equivalent ofone-and_aha If terminals fulltime.
Telephone cost,particularly for longdistance communicationis a potentially very expensive item.Fortunately Rapidata'scomputer is in New York,GE is accessible by a localtelephone cal! fromanywhere in thecountry, and ISC, the new system to be added,has a New YorkFX line. In addition,the Bureau hasa Watts line toMassachusetts whichwe can use for data bankoperations
6. CONC!.UDINGRFMARKS
I have triedto show you whatkinds of problemswe faced in settingup and running our data bank,and how we haveattempted to solve them.We hope that some ofour solutions can beregarded as sufficientlyadequate to help those who face similarproblems
Our effortsare, of course, allconducted within thesomewhat narrow frame- work of singleprivatetime.series.afldforecjstingoriented retrievalsystems. It has beensuggested thatan all-embracingcentral system, whichincludes all publishedmacroeconomic and relate(1series and makesthem widelyavailable, would be greatlySuperior to thedecentrali,ed and oftenduplicatise efforts of individual data banksSuch a central databank would in alllikelihood hegovern- ment operated Somecountries do indeed havesuchgovernmentrj data banks,9 ° The
most adwaliced bankof this kind is prohahlthe Canadianone run by Sfatjtjcs Canad: which. Incidentally,is not available for
Lime-sharing except througha coninjercial S)SIcni
208or they pliui to install them. We are confident that even such central data banks
may profit from the experiences of past pioneering chorEshe they governmental
or private.'°
In the United States we are'erv far from the implementation of a central
information system -farther than some smaller countries in which computers
are almost exclusively in governmental hands. In the (iS, it is likely tlwt private
data banks such as ours will continue to exist and to fill an important function in the
provision of data and programs, as well as in the improvement of information
technology. On the other hand, several government departrnents---such as the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Department of Commerce--installed data
banks for their own data and analyses. These efforts vary widely in quality, depend-
ing on hardware and know-how available at the time of their installation. In time,
these banks might well be consolidated into one system. However, even when a
centralized government-run time-shared information systeni does become avail-
able, private banks may continue to play an important role as monitors, innovators.
consultants. and providers of specia! services. I think it is unlikely. though. that
the Bureau's bani.: will be among them. Typically. the Bureau has tended to turn over
operational responsibilities for its systems to the government and to restrict its
i-ole to methodological and interpretative functions. This was true for the National
Income Accounts, cyclical indicators, consumer credit statistics, and many other
statistical systems. lt is also likely to be true for data bank operations.
V atiotuil Bureau oj Lconomu Research
° One of ihe earliest governmental effortswas made in 1962 by Rudolph C. Mcndelsohn of ihe




MAGNETIC TAPE FOR ACADEMIC USERS
Description oJ Dutci 8ii.si Distribution l'ape





132 characters ocr record
50 records per hlok (blocksize= 6600)
II.Forniat of data series
l:acli series is preceded by two recordswith descriptive information
I he lust record i:Ontaifls
ILine nuii her front an index tile (ignore)
2. Series code 1UP to 6 alpha-numericcharactcrsl
3. Series name
The second record contains:
Columns I4Nuher of observations




Co1 urnns 13--I 8 Seriesname left adjusted.
lollon inn these two recordsconic series data in one of the foUowing formats
IQuarterl112. IX. 411 .3). where colunirisI2 contain last two digits ofyear (e.g. 47 for 1947) Monthly 113. 61:11.3). where columns
I2 contain last two digits ofyear and column 3 isI for first six months and 2 for lastsix months of the year (e.g. 672 for Jul)- l)ecemhcr of 1967) Annual (14. 111.3). where columns
I4 contain last two digits ofyear plus two zeros (e.g 6900 for 1969)
Ill. End of Elk
[lie end of tile is last rccordss ritten on tape
2 10
aEXHIBIT 2
SAMPLE PAGE OF DIRECTORY, TABLES
MANL'FA(TUR!NG AN!) TRADE INVLNTO1SiLS AN!) SALEs
(millions of S. seasonally adjusted;
See also:
Change in Book Value. Manufaciurinu and Trade Inventories !VCMF (48).
Change in Unfilled Orders, Mig. Durable Goods md. IVCUD t47).
Ratio, Inventories: sales, Total Manufacturirw and Trade 1 VS R MT (48).
Ratio, Unfilled Orders:Shipmerits, Mfg. Durable Goods Ind. MDUXS (53).
'Billions of S.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of Economic Analysis, "Manufacturing and
Trade Inventories and Sales" (M).
MANUFACTURERS' INVFNTORIES AN!) SAtES: ACTUAL AN!) ExF'LcrFt)
(Billions of dollars, seasonally adjusted, back data, starting in 1947, is actual)
Sales Inventories'
Total for End of
Quarter Quarter
All manufacturers \IFGSAN IV M ANT
Durabls's MDSANT IVM DAN
Nondirables NINSANT IV YIN A N
* Inventory expectations corrected forsystematic biases.
Source: U.S. Department of Conimerce. Bureau of Economic Analysis.Manufacturers' Inventory
and Sa!es Expectations (0).
211
Sales In VeiliOriCs
Manufacturing and Trade NIRWT(45)*I\'MT (4S)
Manulactunng MFGS (47i IVNt (47)
Durable MDS (47) IVMD (47)
Nondurable MNS (47) IVMN (47)
Retail Stores RT (46) IVR (47)
Durable RD 46) I'RD (47)
Nondurable RN (46) IVRN (471
Merchant Wholesalers VT (48) IVW 448)
Durable WTD (48) IV\VD (48)
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SANIPLE PAGE OFl)IRECFORY. ECONOMICINDICATORS
EcoNoltc !NIMCATORS
.Vew housing Stuns and-f p/h'ato'ns'r 1111011,'
Tota pri'. ate and publicincluding ía on
roral private (includingfarm)
214
I hiusine st,trhthousands of units)
<116SF 5') 5406






Iwo or more units
11SF HSPI 64 Densc Government homeprotams (nonEi rio) Fl-IA
<IISFI-IA 46 5431
VA
<HSVA 47 5432 Ness private housingunits auihoriicd
HSI5P0.0879569 46 Derive Proposed homeconstruction
Applications for FHAconlrnitinenis2
< HEEl-IA 45 5433
Requests for VA appraisals1
<I-Il' VA 51 5434 USBI' is a splicedindex-, the authoriiations
lO.tX10 pernhit-issuulgplaces prior to 1963and in
12,000 permit-issuingplaces from 196356 have been raisedto the level of 13.000
permit-issuing places.
The factorconverts the index tounits. 2 Units
represented byniortgage applications fornew home construction.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7Exhibit 6, Samplerage of directory,NatIonal IncomeACCOUntS (H'V''I UI' (°'!'"'i't-TNI:z
N3%'FION.&L 1rcoMEAN!) P1)I)!V(VJ
TaWe 9.Croaa Corporitt'stduet I (1J4)
$.tnofl. edhutad at antouIrat,,.BiSay p1 donut1-I
aonpaate t,aodad
CapItal oa0UWt't(CP alaIflW
Indirect buoi,esS taoeo plotCF.031C, p.ynlest3 leonibtidlno






Carpolato pfoi3 arsl ineentory
naiu&tion ndju,ini
. - -
- Profltn Polo,, Ito.
- - 1,0Cm to. lIability..
P,o&'eritn..
- Dh-tdend. -. -
findirihnt,d p,oSso - tIStOtItory Vfl 101(16 afJumeoL.
CMPI fio,r. (TOO.! Of d(veods. C.ab Co,, net o(di,iiend,
CrotCoaot nriZlr.Mhog in Cno,t.inI IOM(t%.Uana
Gro ndara odgPtting In
nrnftnnodatcorpor.tioo...-
Cap.lceumptloaaliowsnres.. tt,ditect busineas ttlpins t(an,f,, pay6(0 i.t,uidles -
Incoce, o!tg(oattngin nondnaoltai crp(TafIon0











Cult Coa. (boo ofdis-ideo,is.. Cult fo,,. tInt 01 di.idend,
U1005ottIldoiiazn fill
Croon pradart adglo.flngIn nontn&nrl.t cocpntton...-
Cory*.st dollar no., a,rIl oP tIMdolt.,grotood.rt oe1g'.n.tIeInnonfloasodat O,epoflWofl.'
Cpitai porsstroptioo05fl6O0 Indirect boniorno taxespins transfer pay100rIti en, rnPoldI,s
Competnootlon at eorploy,.L Nt toter,.,'
Corporpi.. proilto andtover.(cn, onto. atton £Ilbwtrneat
Prohto lix liability
PToftejtdr too ('(ItO ttleell- tory ontuntiot,
adlusmmrsent.
I. F.oclsdes (Toot peoduat
origitratIrIg a the test of tlte,,orld. 2 Thi, to equeJ to theotsr tsr grots tiroductolnortnonciol
oorPOt,'ti0,',soitfltlted,rinsnI pQiflOIIIIIO4 100 plaren to the l,t(. 3. Pesonat bonIng 050
percentage 0! dtsporabio peototlil1000,00
216
Vt,ahk 1O.Pereo.oaJhtcortteand It,,Iliaposition (2.1)
Soa.aOIlsfly i1rtrd at annualrate,
Pecan,'..1 Intetne
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Do..btepeo.aatlnr.mn into), bUttons or t)Mdotlar.
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